Smart-Server .Net DRIVER

Overview:

The Smart-Server .Net driver provides an easy and reliable way to connect to Lon work Devices’ which uses Smart-Server with SOAP calls. The SmartServer is a versatile controller, router, and smart energy manager that connects control devices to IP-based applications such as building automation, enterprise energy management, demand response programs, and high-value remote asset management programs.

Properties Screenshot

Features:

- To control, monitor, and manage virtually any electronic device in your control network of iLON SmartServer
- Read/Write any tag/device configured in SmartServer.
- High-speed communication
- Routing capability (i.e. can be used in the WAN)
- Package-oriented data transfer
- Performance – 2.2Ghz Intel - 10 words: 15msecs - 100 words: 35msecs (avg)

For More Info:

Overview of Parijat Drivers: Click here
Additional supporting Info about Parijat Drivers: Click here
Complete Related Driver options: Click here
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If you like to have some feature(s) not currently supported, please share with us and if appropriate, may be added. If you need driver support for any protocol for any operating system, please let us know. The list of drivers available being built is expanded regularly.
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Possible Supported Devices:
Acelia A8I-LON-FTT
Acelia DBI-LON-FTT
Aquametro CALEC® ST
Aquametro CALEC® ST BDE
Aquametro CALEC® ST FLOW
Aquametro CALEC® ST MASS
Belimo AF24LON US - LonWorks® networking-capable Spring Return Damper Actuator
Belimo BKN230-24LON
Belimo UK24LON - MP Gateway to LonWorks® Networks
Continental Control Systems WattNode Logger
Continental Control Systems WattNode Plus
Continental Control Systems WattNode Plus FT-10
Continental Control Systems WattNode Plus PLC
Continental Control Systems WattNode-FT10
Continental Control Systems WattNode-TP78
Control Solutions AddMe II
Control Solutions AddMe Six Pak
Control Solutions Babel Buster 10/100
Control Solutions Babel Buster 232
Control Solutions Babel Buster 485
CTI NCB Network Combiner
Danfoss Serial Communication Option - 1.25 Mbps
Danfoss Serial Communication Option - 78 Kbps
Distech Controls EC-67 Free Programmable I/O Controller
Distech Controls EC-FCU-L Fan Coil Unit Controller
Distech Controls EC-RTU-L Roof Top Unit Controller
Distech Controls ECC-301
Distech Controls ECC-401
Distech Controls ECC-520
Distech Controls ECC-VAV
Distech Controls ECC-VAVS
Distech Controls ECP-103
Distech Controls ECP-VAVS
Distech Controls ECP-VAVS (with EC-gfxProgram)
Distech Controls Heat Pump Unit Controller EC-HPU-L
Echelon AO-10 Model # 41400
Echelon DIO-10 Model # 41500
Echelon MPR-50 Multi-Port Router #42150
Echelon PCLTA-20
Echelon SLTA-10
Electronic Systems NXA-FCU-01 Controller
Electronic Systems NXA-HPU-01 Controller
FieldServer Technologies Cleaver Brooks Adapter for LonWorks®
FieldServer Technologies FS-B2011-01 Water Temp Sensor
FieldServer Technologies Liebert SiteLink-12 LonWorks® Adapter
FieldServer Technologies SlotServer LonWorks® Open Interface
Fuji PowerSATELITE/L
Functional Devices LonMark® Certified Relay Series
Functional Devices RIBMW24SB-LNAI
Grundfos MAGNA Series 2000 LON® Module
Honeywell Constant Volume AHU Controller
Honeywell Excel 10 Chilled Ceiling Controller
Honeywell Excel 10 Fancoil Controller
Honeywell Excel 10 Hydronic Controller
Honeywell Excel 10 Remote Input/Output Module
Honeywell Excel 50
Honeywell Excel 500 - XC5010C
Honeywell Excel 500 - XC5210C
Honeywell Excel 500 - XCL5010
Honeywell Excel Smart I/O Compact
Honeywell Fire & Smoke Damper Controller Q7014C (Fiss)
Honeywell Intelligent LON Actuator M7410G-S
Honeywell Intelligent LON Actuator ML7420G1004-C1
Honeywell T7350 Thermostat
Honeywell XFL821_AI
Honeywell XFL822_AO
Idec SX5L-SBAT041 Analog Output
Idec SX5L-SBM16K1/S1/N1 Digital I/O
Idec SXL-SBCN081 Counter
Infranet InfraTROL 100 Series
Johnson Controls AD-RCM X205 New Style Room Command Module
Johnson Controls Fan Coil Unit-03
Johnson Controls Heat Pump Unit-03
Johnson Controls LN-FCUL-0
Johnson Controls LN-HPUL-0
Johnson Controls LN-PRG
Johnson Controls LN-RTUL-0
Johnson Controls NU-NET201-0 LON N2 card for NCM300
Johnson Controls NU-NET202-0
Johnson Controls Packaged Equipment Controller-03
Johnson Controls Roof Top Unit-03
Kieback & Peter DDC 110-L Command Module
Matrix Controls Matrix iS21 Fan Coil Unit Controller
Matrix Controls Matrix iS21 Wall Mount Command Module SFC9LD
McQuay MicroTech 2000 Water Source Heat Pump
McQuay MicroTech II Chiller Unit Controller
McQuay MicroTech II Maverick Rooftop Unit Controller (SCC)
McQuay MicroTech II(TM) Unit Ventilator Unit Controller
NICO 10 Channel Power Controller - 3010L
NICO 3002PL
NICO 3505L FCU Controller
NICO Digital Input Module - 2208L
OILES ECS-MD
Panasonic Excel 12 FCU Controller
Phoenix Controls Theris™ Room Controller
Phoenix Controls Traccel™ Room Controller
Quantum iCON 1600L
Quantum iCON 1900L
Quantum iCON 3400L
Quantum iCON 4600L
Sauter Ecolon
Shikoku RICMOVER RMO-010
Siemens DESIGO RXC10 / CLC02
Siemens DESIGO RXC10 / RAD01
Siemens DESIGO RXC21 / CLC09
Siemens LITROL Digital Input Module (DIM8)
Siemens LTEC CW/HW UV
Siemens LTEC DX UV
Siemens LTEC HP
Siemens LTEC UV W/FC BP
Siemens Predator Unit Vent w/Dehumid Controller
Siemens Predator Unit Ventilator Controller
Siemens Predator® Heat Pump Controller
Siemens Single-Fan VAV AHU Controller
Swegon KCWa Zone Controller
TAC I/A Series MicroNet Controller - Fan Coil
TAC I/A Series MicroNet Controller - Heat Pump
TAC I/A Series MicroNet Controller - Rooftop
TAC Xenta 101
TAC Xenta 103
TAC Xenta 121-HP
TAC Xenta 151-D Dual Fire Smoke Damper Actuator Controller
TAC Xenta 281
TAC Xenta 282
AC Xenta 301, TAC Xenta 302
TAC Xenta 401, Trane Tracer AH540/541
Trane Tracer C530 LCI-C
Trane Tracer CH532 LCI-C version 1.2
Trane Tracer CH532 LCI-C version 2.0
Trane Tracer LCI-C
Trane Tracer LCI-I
Trane Tracer MP580/581
Trane Tracer ZN524
Trend Control Systems IQL 11 VVT Unit
Controller 24V
Trend Control Systems IQL 16 Roof Top Unit
Controller
Trend Control Systems IQL 16 Unit Ventilator (FCU-UV)
Trend Control Systems IQL 17 VAV Unit
Controller
TROX LON-WA1/B2
TROX LON-WA1/FT2
TROX LON-WA1/PL2
TROX WA1-PL
Yamatake Infilex FC
Yamatake Infilex GC
Yamatake Infilex GD